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Our world have undergone dramatic changes due to the modernization to which our society must adapt to help it flourish. The adaptation stage couldn’t be done by just sitting in a study table together with books about history, economy, politics, business, science nor compute for every single coins that entered and left our national net wealth. In order to cope up with the changes that the society have faced and currently facing you must have a first-hand experience from it to understand better every single detail underlining the issue to have a further comprehension about the said scenario.

Science the intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment. Based in this definition from Collins dictionary, science studies the world through observation and experiment which means it watches and tests subjects to gain more knowledge about something. On the other hand, social science a way on how to gain new knowledge about human behaviour in its social and cultural aspects. Human behaviour is very enigmatic there are a lot of factors that affects it. Social science is using the social and cultural aspects to further understand how does it operates.

Social science includes cultural and social anthropology, sociology, social psychology, political science and economic. Those branches of social science are circulating only to the psychological interest of humans. Natural science is understanding what is universe and how it work, social science on the other hand is having a deeper comprehension about the humans act. In this branch of science we don’t need to enclose ourselves is a four cornered room together with scientific tools while mixing chemicals to
conduct an experiment. Our laboratory here will be the community itself, we won’t be memorizing formulas to compute numbers instead we will observe and listen on what is currently happening in the society.

Data gathered through personal experimentation by looking at the deeper side of the community is more efficient than information collected from different books. In order for the data to be that efficient you must not alter any detail that seems wrong for you, a good social scientist explores different types of community to have a wider perspective on various kinds of human behaviour and what are the factors that caused them to possess such behaviour. The social scientists will also be able to think of possible solution about the present dilemma that greatly affects the society by being able to know the opinion of all the people from the elites down to the poverty stricken individuals. The social science laboratory might be too frightening to enter but it’ll be so interesting if you will be able to know what is inside.
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